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As we research to make the use of Computational Grids
seamless, the allocation of resources in these dynamic environments is
proving to be very unwieldy. In this paper, we introduce, describe and
evaluate a technique we call request sequencing. Request sequencing
groups together requests for Grid services to exploit some common characteristics of these requests and minimize network traÆc. The purpose of
this work is to develop and validate this approach. We show how request
sequencing can a ect scheduling policies and enable more expedient resource allocation methods. We also discuss some of the reasons for our
design, o er the initial results and discuss issues that remain outstanding
for future research.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
The vBNS[1] and Myrinet[2] represent two technologies that connect computational resources at high speeds in settings from local to global area networks.
However, with the speed of processors increasing at a rate much greater than that
of networking infrastructure, data transfer continues to bear large overhead for
many applications of high-performance computing. Yet, straightforward ways
for increasing application performance by optimizing communication often go
overlooked. Our research on call sequencing for Grid middleware aims to take a
signi cant step in this direction.
Computer applications generally exhibit two common characteristics: large
input data sets and data dependency amongst computational cycles. The goal
of this e ort is to employ simple, yet highly e ective, strategies for exploiting
these characteristics. We believe that not enough attention has been given to
examining ways to e ectively distribute application data amongst the di erent
components of a Grid. We qualify this last statement by saying that data partitioning has been well researched for parallel programming, but in cases where
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computational modules execute concurrently with no data exchange, often the
same data is unnecessarily transported multiple times between the same components.
1.1

Positioning Our Work

This paper explores the design, implementation and initial results of what we call
request sequencing. This term encompasses both an interface to group a series
of requests and a scheduling technique, viz. one that uses data persistence and
a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of computational modules. Our
motivation was to allow users to take advantage of data redundancies within
a sequence of requests and optimize data communications. We developed and
tested our ideas using the NetSolve system described in Sect. 2. Below, we o er
the relationship of this research to other research that has been or is being done.
Our scheduling work is reminiscent of techniques utilized in schedulers that
execute \batches" of processes on parallel machines. We create task graphs or
DAGs that represent execution dependencies and schedule them for execution [3].
J. Dennis researched data ow scheduling techniques for Supercomputers[4]; our
work presents a similar idea for Grid environments.
Ninf [5] is a functional metacomputing environment that shares many similarities with NetSolve. The project has implemented a strategy to increase parallelism amongst the computational services. Similar to this work, they group
together requests and execute the modules simultaneously, when possible. Their
main focus is on parallel module execution, and it is not stated whether redundant messages are sent or not. Our focus is on minimizing network traÆc; our
design ensures that no unnecessary data transfer takes place.
Condor [6] is a high-throughput computing system that manages very large
collections of distributively owned workstations. The Directed Acyclic Graph
Manager (DAGMan) is a meta-scheduler for Condor jobs. Users can submit batch
jobs to the Condor system and use DAGMan to pre-de ne execution order. Once
again, however, the main focus is on parallel execution and not data transfer.
As an extra burden, the data dependency analysis is left to the user.
The contribution put forth by this paper is a thorough understanding of
an approach to optimize data transfer in Grid settings and the empirical data
to justify using this approach. We also o er discussion of scheduling in this
environment. Section 2 of this paper presents details about NetSolve, which is
our deployment environment. Section 3 describes the design and implementation
of the sequencing interface, the server data persistence and execution scheduling.
Section 4 contains the experimental test cases and the results that validate this
strategy. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the work and discusses future research
goals.

2 An Overview of NetSolve
The NetSolve [7] project is being developed at the University of Tennessee. It
provides remote access to computational resources, both hardware and software.

Built upon standard Internet protocols, like TCP/IP sockets, it supports popular
variants of UNIX, and the client is available for Microsoft Windows '95, '98, NT
and '00.
Figure 1 shows the infrastructure of the NetSolve system and its relation to
the applications that use it. NetSolve and similar systems are referred to as Grid
Middleware; this gure explains this terminology. The shaded areas represent the
NetSolve system; it can be seen that NetSolve acts as a glue layer that brings
the application or user together with the hardware and/or software it needs to
complete useful tasks.
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At the top tier, the NetSolve client library is linked in with the user's application. The application then makes calls to NetSolve's application programming
interface (API) for speci c services. Through the API, NetSolve client-users gain
access to aggregated resources without the users needing to know anything about
computer networking or distributed computing.
The NetSolve agent maintains a database of NetSolve servers along with their
capabilities (hardware performance and allocated software) and dynamic usage
statistics. It uses this information to allocate server resources for client requests.
The agent nds servers that will service requests the quickest, balances the load
amongst its servers and keeps track of failed ones.
The NetSolve server is a daemon process that awaits client requests. The
server can run on single workstations, clusters of workstations, symmetric multiprocessors or machines with massively parallel processors. A key component of
the NetSolve server is a source code generator which parses a NetSolve problem
description le (PDF). This PDF contains information that allows the NetSolve
system to create new modules and incorporate new functionalities.

3 Sequencing Design and Implementation
As stated in Sect. 1, our aim in request sequencing is to decrease network traÆc
and overall request response time. Our design needs to ensure that i) no unnecessary data is transmitted and ii) all necessary data is transferred. We also need
to cut execution time by executing modules simultaneously when possible. We
do this by performing a detailed analysis of the input and output parameters of
every request in the sequence to produce a DAG that represents the tasks and
their execution dependencies. This DAG is then sent to a server in the system
where it is scheduled for execution.
3.1

The DAG Model

Kwok et al. [3] o ers a very good description of the DAG:
The DAG is a generic model of a parallel program consisting of a set of
processes (nodes) among which there are dependencies. A node in the
DAG represents a task which in turn is a set of instructions that must
be executed sequentially without preemption on the same processor. A
node has one or more inputs. When all inputs are available, the node is
triggered to execute. The graph also has directed edges representing a
partial order among the tasks. The partial order introduces a precedenceconstrained directed acyclic graph and implies that if ni nj , then nj
is a child which cannot start until its parent ni nishes and sends its
data to nj .

!

3.2

Data Analysis and the DAG

In order to build the DAG or task graph, we need to analyze every input and
output in the sequence of requests. We evaluate two parameters as the same if
they share the same reference. We use the size elds and reference pointer of
the input parameters to calculate when inputs overlap in the memory space.
NetSolve supports many object1 types, including matrices, vectors and scalars;
only matrices and vectors are checked for reoccurences on the premise that these
are the only objects that tend to be large enough for the overhead of the analysis
to pay dividends. This analysis yields a DAG. The graph is acyclic because
looping control structures are not allowed within the sequence, and therefore, a
node can never be its own descendant.
3.3

The Interface

In addition to the original function used for request submittal, two functions are
implemented; their purpose is to mark the beginning and end of a sequence of
1
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requests. begin sequence() takes no arguments and returns nothing; it noti es
the system to begin the data analysis. end sequence() marks the end of the
sequence; at this point, the sequence of collected requests is sent to a server(s)
to be scheduled for execution. As an enhancement, this function also takes a
variable number of arguments describing which output parameters NOT to return. This means that if the intermediate results are not necessary for any local
computations, they need not be returned. This is a part of the API as it is the
user who should determine which results are mandatory and which are useless.
Figure 2 illustrates what a sequencing call might look like. Two points to note in
this example: i)for all requests, only the last parameter is an output, and ii)the
user is instructing the system not to return the intermediate results of command1
and command2.
...
begin_sequence();
submit_request("command1", A, B, C);
submit_request("command2", A, C, D);
submit_request("command3", D, E, F);
end_sequence(C, D);
...

Fig. 2.

Sample C Code Using Request Sequencing Constructs

For the system to be well-behaved, we must impose certain software restrictions upon the user. Our rst restriction is that no control structure that may
change the execution path is allowed within a sequence. We impose this restriction because the conditional clause of this control structure may be dependent
upon the result of a prior request in the sequence, and since the requests are not
scheduled for execution until the end of the sequence, the results will likely not
be what the programmer expects.
The other restriction is that statements that would change the value of any
input parameter of any component of the sequence are forbidden within the
sequence (with the exception of calls to the API itself that the system can
track.) This is because during the data analysis, only references to the data are
stored. So if changed, the data transferred at the end of the sequence will not
be the same as the data that was present when the request was originally made.
We contemplated saving the entire data, rather than just the references, but this
directly con icts with one of our premises { that the data sets are large; multiple
copies of these data are not desirable.
3.4

Execution Scheduling at the Server

Once the entire DAG is constructed, it is transferred to a NetSolve computational
server. [3] o ers a taxonomy of graph scheduling algorithms in multi-processor

environments. These algorithms take into account both node-computation and
inter-node communication costs. In this rst version of request sequencing, the
NetSolve agent uses a larger granularity and decides which server should execute
the entire sequence. We execute a node if all its inputs are available and there
are no con icts with its output parameters. The reason for this is that currently
the only mode of execution we support is on a single NetSolve server { though,
that server may be a symmetric multi-processor (SMP). We discuss our plans
for expanding this model in Sect. 5.
For data partitioning, we transfer the union of the input parameter sets to
the selected server host. This makes input for all nodes, except those which
are intermediate output from prior nodes, available for the execution of the
sequence. When we move to a multi-server execution mode for the sequence, we
must enhance our data staging technique, and this is also discussed in Sect. 5.
Since all execution is on a single server, our execution scheduling algorithm is
reasonably uncomplicated. In essence, we execute all nodes with no dependencies,
updating the dependency list as nodes complete, and then check for further nodes
to execute. We do this until all nodes have executed:
while(problems left to execute)
execute all problems with no dependencies;
wait for at least one problem to finish;
update dependencies;
}
3.5

Discussion

Figures 3 and 4 show the reduced network activity between client and server
during execution of the sequence in Fig. 2. In the rst case, input A is sent to
the server twice, and output C and D are unnecessarily sent back to the client as
intermediate output and then to the server once again as input. In the latter case,
these unnecessary transfers are removed. (These diagrams show three potentially
di erent servers, but our current implementation sees this as three instances of
the same server.) Our hypothesis is that this reduction in data traÆc will yield
enough performance improvements to make sequencing worthwhile.

4 Applications and Initial Results
In this section, we discuss the applications that we used to test our request
sequencing infrastructure. They are from the remote sensing/image processing
domain as it was the nature of some of these applications that led us to investigate request sequencing. The size of images that are analyzed can become very
large and easily extend into the gigabyte range. It is also common in many image
processing applications to execute a series of operations on an image, usually one
transformation after another.
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Experiments were executed from NetSolve clients connected to a switched
10/100Mbit ethernet and crossing a 155Mbit ATM switch that is directly connected to the NetSolve servers. The NetSolve server was an SGI Power Challenge
with eight R10000 processors. Graphed results are the averages of four independent sets of runs.
For the experiments, we varied the network bandwidth by using the NistNet [8] interface on a Linux router. A network performance testing tool, TTCP,
which is able to generate TCP traÆc on IP based networks, was used to obtain
a correction curve for the values set by NistNet.
4.1

Linear Sequence: Principle Component Analysis

Multispectral or multidimensional remote sensing data can be represented by
constructing a vector space using one axis per dimension. By calculating the
covariance matrix , the axes are transformed into an uncorrelated system. This
transformation is called Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [9].
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Multimodal Image Clustering

In remote sensing, the PCA is used to reduce the number of channels for input
images by moving the information towards the rst bands. The application used
for testing a linear sequence opens a 10MB image, performs a PCA and stores
the transformed result. The structure is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 shows how the total response time (from request initiation to availability of results) varies with the bandwidth. It con rms our beliefs: with sequencing
in place, there is a signi cant reduction in execution time of the PCA application. Similar results are to be expected for applications that exhibit similar levels
of parameter sharing, and in fact, our examples are not contrived, but represent
realistic applications that scientists have used to support their research.
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Parallel Sequence: Clustering

To handle multisource/multimodal satellite images or to improve clustering accuracy, several classi cation steps are performed, and their results are combined
by a fusion module. Such a module can consist of either a simple pixel selection
approach based on severity ratings or a knowledge based combination module [9].
For our tests a pixel based approach has been chosen using an image size on the
order of 1MB. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 graphs the variation of response time with bandwidth for this parallel
sequence. The shape is similar to that of the PCA application. Again, request
sequencing yields decreases in execution time.
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These preliminary results encourage our investigation of sequencing, hinting
that a multi-server mode can be a very useful methodology in Grid Computing.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a general technique to reduce network traÆc when executing
requests in Grid environments. Our approach is to build a DAG whose structure
expresses the dependencies amongst the requests; the DAG is then scheduled for
execution. Our initial experiments are promising and show that sequencing signi cantly reduces the execution time of our client application. As a nal thought,
we o er Fig. 9 which shows that even at its worst, request sequencing improves
execution time by a factor of about 1.5. Though we have not proven this result,
it is our belief that in most cases, sequencing should never decrease performance.
Section 3.5 mentions that the sequences are currently restricted to execution
on a single server. The next logical progression is to allow di erent components
of the sequence to execute on di erent hosts. The implications are that no single
server needs to possess all the software capabilities for the sequence. This also
means that the modules will truly be able to execute in parallel even when
no parallel machine is present. Scheduling techniques as discussed by [3] will be
evaluated, and we will incorporate factors like computational and communication
costs to better approximate optimal solutions. It makes little sense to execute
the components of a sequence on various servers without taking data locality
into account. Tools like the Internet Backplane Protocol[10] will be leveraged to
provide all servers with convenient access to the necessary data.
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